SH-055S RF Signal Detector series
Made for general use, no need of professional electronic training or knowledge.

Detect Wireless spy camera, mobile phone and bug, etc.

High sensitivity
SH-055SV

Spy camera / Cellular phone / Bug detector
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Superior sensitivity
SH-055SRV
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For longer detecting distance

Applied with fuzzy scanning technology to detect wireless

peeping cameras, hidden microphone (bug), cellular phones,
satellite phone and other radio frequency devices. Our detectors
surely avoid being peeping or tapping to protect privacy or protect
information being disclosed secretly.
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Specially designed for easy and simple use, which does not
require complicated installation or any professional knowledge.
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Functions:

3 Levels indication: 3 LEDs will light from Level 1 to Level 2 to Level 3
indicating the strength of detected signal.
Audible alarm: The alarm will change from Slow to Rapid indicating the
strength of detected signal.
Vibration warning mode: SH-055SV and SH-055SRV have Vibration
warning mode for detection without other’s awareness.
Earphone output: User can detect by earphone hearing without others’
awareness.
Superior sensitivity: SH-055SRV have the superior sensitivity for longer
detecting distance.They can detect 10mW 2.4GHz wireless camera
over 20 feet. None of other detectors is able to compare with.
Sensitivity tuner: An adjustable sensitivity tuner allows you to scan
variable distance and can eliminate the environment interference
(background noise).

SH-055S RF Signal Detector series
Made for general use, no need of professional electronic training or knowledge.

Features:
Sensitivity controller can adjust working range to find signal source.
100% legal use in all the world.
Easy to distinguish spy camera, bug (analog) and cellular phone
(digital) signals refer to LED display and buzzer sound change.
Have same detecting ability without pulling out the antenna.
Low power consumption for long time use.
With belt clip for detection without holding the detector in hand.
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Applications:

Hospitals, medical centers or intensive care unit that forbidden
cellular usage.
Office, factory, cinemas, theaters, concerts, museums or art galleries
that prevent video body bugs.
Military or government premises that cellular phone is forbidden.
Offices, restaurants or any commercial premises that would like to
shun away cellular or RF disturbance.
Detect peeping camera in shopping mall toilet, school toilet, locker
room and fitting booth, club house, hotel etc.
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Specifications:
No.

SH-055SV

SH-055SRV

L 87 x W 55 x T 24 mm
L 3.4 x W 2.2 x T 1”

Size
Weight (w/o battery)
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Detecting Frequency
Warning mode 1
Warning mode 2
Warning mode 3

Sensitivity Tuner

Detecting Distance
5.8GHz Wireless camera
2.4GHz Wireless camera
2G Cellular phone

about 70g

about 105g

3V DC (AAA/UM-4 battery x2)
50 MHz ～ 6.0 GHz

Audible alarm and 3 LEDs

Vibration
and 3 LEDs

Vibration
and 3 LEDs

Silent, 3 LEDs and earphone output

Eliminate the environment interference (noise)
(regular 10mW camera)

about 2 feets
about 8 feets
about 20 feets

about 8 feets
about 20 feets
about 40 feets

* Specification may change without notice.
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